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Figure 22.  MBS and ABS Sector Recommendations
Sector Recommendation
Mortgages Versus Treasuries,
Agencies, and Swaps

Neutral. We remain neutral on MBSs versus Treasuries, agencies, and swaps. Prepayment uncertainty is high, and we believe
that it is prudent to remain neutral.

Agency Pass-Throughs Premiums Versus Discounts. We believe that higher coupons are now modestly expensive relative to current coupons.
However, given the lack of production and their rapid amortization, we do not foresee premiums cheapening relative to
currents prior to year-end. Within conventionals, 7s are expensive and we recommend barbelling around this issue.
New Versus Seasoned. In the lowest coupons, seasoned pass-throughs in Ginnie Maes and conventionals offer OAS pickups
over TBA issues. Seasoning is fully priced in higher coupons.
Ginnie Maes Versus Conventionals. Ginnie Maes are expensive versus conventionals on an OAS basis. In addition, recent
events have likely increased Treasury supply expectations, which should work to the disadvantage of Ginnie Maes. We believe
that the lowest-coupon Ginnie Maes, which have likely benefited the most from the Treasury substitute bid, are the most
vulnerable.
15-Year Versus 30-Year Pass-Throughs. Fifteen-year pass-throughs are cheaper than average relative to their 30-year
counterparts. We recommend a modest overweight, focused in the lowest coupons.

OTC Options on Agency
Pass-Throughs

Write Covered Calls on 7s. For those who own Fannie Mae 7s we recommend writing at-the-money calls on this rich pass-
through instead of selling the issue outright. This strategy will allow investors to sell rich Fannie Mae 7s without taking gains in
2001.

CMOs Four- to ten-year PACs offer significant rolldown advantages versus pass-throughs. Investors who believe that the yield curve
will maintain its current shape or steepen should favor this sector of the CMO market. In contrast, investors who believe that
the Fed has finished easing (and that the curve will flatten) should favor barbells of short and long PACs.

ARMs ARMs turned in a mixed performance over the past week with high coupons tightening marginally relative to fixed-rates
and low coupons widening a bit. Moderately seasoned low coupons will be most protected from prepays in the coming months
as these borrowers, who have paid down points recently, are least likely to prepay. Such pools are available in the hybrid
market.

Mortgage Credit Double- and single-A HEL subordinates continued to widen over the past week as concerns over supply and future
performance permeated the market. We think the widening is overdone, and HEL subs look attractive here. The triple-B sector
widened less dramatically as ABS CBOs continued to buy on weakness. The investment-grade jumbo sector remains attractive
and well bid by investors looking for duration and yield.

Asset-Backeds The recent Reliant Energy RRB transaction provided the market with an important pricing data point. Given the
demonstration of strong demand, we advise that investors look at opportunities in the premium sector for added value. RRBs
are noncallable and provide fixed-income investors with a cash flow that is difficult to replicate in other ABS sectors.

CMBSs Triple-A CMBSs. Triple-A CMBS spreads are cheap relative to agencies and credit cards.
Triple-B certificates. Among subordinate CMBS classes, we prefer triple-B certificates, which are now cheap relative to
triple-A CMBSs, triple-B corporates, and triple-B credit cards.
Double-A and Single-A CMBS certificates. These classes are far to value [fairly valued? hard to value?] as they appear rich
relative to corporates but cheap next credit cards.
CMBS IOs. We recommend that investors look to CMBS IOs for credit exposure. They have widened tremendously since the
beginning of the year, owing to their limited investor base, and are now cheap relative to historical benchmarks.
The market is undervaluing ten-year premium-dollar CMBSs created by the recent, strong Treasury performance.
Reasonable prepayment and default speeds suggest that these premium bonds provide excellent value relative to par-priced
new issues. The relative value is greatest among super-premium bonds that have dollar prices higher than 108.

Source: Salomon Smith Barney.

Test Prepayment Model Release
Yield Book™ is planning to release a test prepayment model on October 21. New
versus old model difference reports will be available on manifold MB788.

MBA Refinancing Index Sets a New Record

The MBA Refinancing Index for the week ending October 12 was 5253, after
adjusting for the Columbus Day holiday (the Index was 4727 unadjusted), up 23%
week to week on an adjusted basis. Adjusted or unadjusted, this breaks the previous
record high of 4389 reached on October 9, 1998. With mortgage rates declining back
down near historic lows, the next release of the Index may rise to the high 5000s.

Meanwhile, lender color continues to indicate that capacity constraints due to
enormous loan application volumes are causing primary rates to remain relatively
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wide to rates seen in the secondary markets and are causing interest rate change
prepayment lags to lengthen.7

Figure 23.  MBA Refinancing Index Versus Base Mortgage Rate, Dec 00-Oct 01
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Sources: Mortgage Bankers Association and Salomon Smith Barney.

Production Prepayment Model Seems Too Fast

While the record levels of the MBA Refinancing Index confirm that very fast speeds
are on the way, the current production prepayment model still appears too fast. This
is due to the following:8

➤ Low short rates. The Salomon Smith Barney Prepayment Model uses a
combination of 30-year fixed-rate mortgage rates and short rates to gauge
borrower incentive (with most of the weight placed on the 30-year rate). The
enormous rally in short rates that has occurred does not appear to have reduced
rates on short mortgage products like ARMs nearly as much, causing the model
to overstate the incentive due to low short rates. Related to this factor are the
wider-than-normal spreads between longer-maturity primary market mortgage
rates (like the Freddie Mac 30-Year Survey Rate) and those implied by the
secondary market (like the Base Mortgage Rate).

➤ The media effect. In particular, an assumed massive ramping up of speeds
when a historical new rate low is reached may no longer be as applicable as it
was in early 1998. (At that time, the MBA Refinancing Index ramped up so
suddenly when mortgage rates fell below 7% that few believed the Index could
be correct.) Increasing ease of borrower solicitation and greater available
information suggest that exercise of the refinancing option is being based more
on financial considerations than mass psychology and media coverage.

The test prepayment model attempts to address these issues as well as to adjust
projections for some 2000-origination premiums, which have prepaid faster than
expected for most of the year.

                                                                           
7
 The time to process a loan application is taking longer because many appraisers, attorneys, and mortgage lenders are swamped with

business.

8
 See also “Is the Mortgage Market Complacent About Prepayments?,” Bond Market Roundup: Strategy, September 28, 2001.
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As a sanity check, Figure 24 compares aggregate conventional CPRs with the MBA
Conventional Fixed-Rate Index (which includes mortgage applications for purchases
and refinancings). To the extent that the MBA survey of mortgage application
activity reflects overall prepayment activity, aggregate prepayment speeds should
track it.9 The Index appears to suggest that aggregate speeds will increase into the
upper 30s CPR (in late 1998, a peak of 29% CPR was reached).

The test model projects aggregate conventional speeds of about 37% CPR, on
average, in the October-December period, while the production model projects a
three-month CPR of 45%. Based on Figure 24, the test model appears to be
projecting more reasonable speeds. (While the MBA Index should move higher in the
next release, if rates remain unchanged, it should then begin to decline after a couple
of weeks. So the latest October MBA Index levels seem like a decent rough indicator
of the average MBA level corresponding to three-month speed projections.)

Figure 24.  Fannie Mae Aggregate CPR Versus Lagged MBA Conventional Fixed-Rate Index,
Jun 99–Oct 01
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Source: Salomon Smith Barney.

Covered Call on Fannie Mae 7s
We believe that the current richness of Fannie Mae 7s has created an attractive
opportunity in OTC options on MBSs. Two types of mortgage investors are most
suited for this strategy, in our opinion. Bank portfolios, which already own Fannie
Mae 7s, can write at-the-money calls on Fannie Mae 7s that expire on January 7,
2002, to take advantage of their richness instead of selling the pass-through outright.
Mortgage originators, which have loan inventory to create Fannie Mae 7s, can
pursue the same strategy. If Fannie Mae 7s cheapen by the option’s expiration
(January 7, 2002), the calls expire worthless, and the investor earns the premiums.
If, on January 7, 2002, the calls become in-the-money, neither of these investors
should have trouble delivering Fannie Mae 7s into the options.

                                                                           
9
 There are differences between prepayments and the number of mortgage applications generated (which the MBA Indexes

measure). For example, loans taken out by first-time buyers to purchase a non-mortgaged home or cash-out loans taken out on homes
without an existing mortgage would be counted in the MBA Index, but not result in any prepayment. If a borrower submitted two
applications, they could be counted twice by MBA, although they would only result in one prepayment. See also “A Primer on the
Mortgage Bankers Association Indexes,” Bond Market Roundup: Strategy, January 26, 2001.
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